
Strathnairn Community Woodlands – Minutes.

Date 09/02/15
Location Farr Hall
Purpose General meeting
Present M.McDonald; S.Paterson; D.Thompson; P.Christie; R.Croson; J.Scott;

S.Lamont; D.Longden
Apologies A.Elam; P.Lawton;
Chair M.McDonald
Minutes J Scott
Minute status Approved 9.3.15

Ref. Item Actio
n

1. Minutes of previous general meeting on 12/01/15. 
Proposed P Christie; Seconded. Sheila Lamont

2. Matters Arising 
Child protection: MM still working on this.
Wind Farm funding: gas struts for cabin doors –JS suggested that with timber
receipts due that we should fund this ourselves. PC pointed out that Wind farm
funding was not in short supply. Meeting discussed and majority agreed that MM
should contact Carol Davies.

MM

MM
3. Finance: Balance of £8,444 as of 09/02/15.

The following payments were agreed and cheques issued:-
1) G Scott for examination of accounts - £350 + VAT 
2) Gala cheque for Ian Chalmers, wood turner re-issued
3) Cawdor Forestry – consumables for plan production - £100 + VAT

The trustees asked Don to pass on their gratitude to Cawdor Forestry for their
continuing support.

SP

4. Milton Wood Land Sale Update.
SP reported that he met SCW solicitors MacLeod and MacCallum and minimal
amendments were required and that contiguous landownership would result.
The burden on the solum was that costs would be shared according to use.
Discussion followed that SCW would cover the cost to repair any harvesting
damage but thereafter usage would need to be resolved. PC observed there are
also drainage issues along the road which may need to be addressed once the
trees are removed. The paperwork is back with FC solicitors Harper MacLeod
– no timescale for completion yet.

SP

5. Harvesting Plan Update.
i) The harvester is nearly half way through Milton and is progressing well.
ii) Scottish Woodlands meeting SSE regarding power shut off - 10th Feb
iii)BT have marked phone cable between Corrieknowe & Woodside
iv) Forwarder due to arrive this weekend. Gate will be shut. Wood closed signs

to be made clearer. Harvester still due to move to School Wood for w/c
23.2.15

v) SNH are happy that the badger protection measures in place follow their
best practice guidelines (Telephone call to JS on 9.2.15)

vi) DL has done safety talks for Farr Primary School. Will fix site visit forFarr
and Daviot School that week. JS has provided Daviot dates to MM + DL.  MM
to re-arrange site visit by Insches Primary before 23rd.

vii) The best way to administer ongoing Facebook output and comment for
the harvesting project was discussed. As management of the ongoing work
can be complex and the use of Facebook is new territory for SCW some

DL/JS
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concerns were raised about the timing and context of photos having the
potential to causing problems for the smooth running of the project. Some
trustees felt that it would be better to allow people to raise comments
which could then be dealt with openly as they arose. It was therefore
agreed that any photos displayed would be kept in context with clear
captions and explanations. MM agreed to take on the responsibility for the
daily monitoring and dealing with any comments that arose. 

MM

6. Joan Myall Panorama Update.
PC provided a printed draft of his work to date and the School Panorama for
discussion. Various options were discussed and it was agreed that the best way
forward would be:-
i) PC to re-create the children’s work with all story panels, small photos, the

map, the Gaelic pronunciation guide etc. The only exceptions being that
the title panel and the panel covering the story of the viewpoint & list of
contributors would go onto a separate sign to be put out at the path side.

ii) The space generated from the removal of these panels would allow the
story panels to be placed a little lower in the foreground for a better
visual effect and to ensure a decent text size could be achieved.

iii) PC will make the children’s artwork for the viewpoint larger and locate in
the sky without going into the white margin and will see if he can alter
placement to avoid cutting through one of double electricity poles to keep
the horizontal sweep of the panorama intact.

iv) PC will work out what size this will require and send DL the
measurements

v) DL will cost out and source an alternative plinth.
vi) Approx £100 has already been spent on the printed drafts so extra funds

for the new plinth plus printing and laminating costs will probably exceed
the bequest money.

PC

PC/D
L

7. Signage
PC was happy for the discussion on standardisation and wording of signs in
general to be deferred until after harvesting. All walk waymarkers have been
dried out and sanded. The next step is to look at replacement and varnishing. SP/JS

8. Litter/Dog Fouling
After general discussion it was decided to look into the following options:
i) Possible use of highly visible spray for dog mess (who would do this?)
ii) Possible provision of a specific dog only area –  grassy, fenced on 3 sides

with friendly signage.
iii) More regular litter picking as part of working Saturdays or warden rota

duties. Include litter pick as part of the Cabin spring clean. 
iv) Liaise with Mrs Fraser as an opportunity for Green Flag activities
v) Provision of bins was ruled out as SCW want to encourage people to

take responsibility for their environment and take litter home rather
than create numerous extra management problem associated with bins.
Past contact with Highland Council has established they will not help.

DT agreed to see what other Community Woodlands do. MM to ask for views,
ideas and solutions on Facebook. Both to report back at next meeting.

MM /
DT

9. Warden reports.
Milton Wood – PC: closed for harvesting. Good wildlife tracks in snow including
otter, badger and squirrels.
School Wood: PL – No report, flooding at the back gate when the water table
was high was noted.
The action log was deferred while the woods are closed for harvesting.
No warden reports will be required next month as both woods will be closed

N/A
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10 AOCB.
i) Botany Events: Inverness Botany Soc have agreed to help with a summer

educational event and offered dates in July. This received a warm welcome
from Trustees. No particular preference for dates was expressed. JS to liaise
with Audrey Turner.

ii) Xylophone: PC has reported it as damaged and has been looking a
potential replacement. However a number of other trustees felt that a simple
repair should be possible and this would be discussed as part of the cabin
spring clean planning process.

iii) Development Group – play equipment in School Wood: PC
requested feedback on the SCW view on the purchase and installation of
other play equipment for School Wood in advance of a Development Group
meeting. Concerns were raised about additional safety and maintenance
issues and the desirability of putting formal play equipment in the informal,
natural environment of the woods when there is already a play park close by.
This whole process is becoming a matter of concern to Trustees – The SCW
response to the Community questionnaire is on the web site and Trustees
expressed very strongly that while they are open to new ideas SCW
management aims and plans have been widely consulted and formally
approved. It is important that any new projects fit with these plans and
includes wide community support, not just individual ideas. The best way to
move plans forward is to engage directly at SCW management meetings. PC
will continue to liaise as a member of the Development Group. MM will also
make contact.

iv) Public road work at Milton: Following contact between PC and RJ
MacLeod regarding fence removal and the possible need to purchase some of
the woodland no further contact has been made. PC has made it clear that
sale of land will require a formal consultation process and given MM as the
point of contact for formal written approaches, he has also told them about
our regular monthly meetings. No contact has been made with MM. Clearly
works on the ground on either side of the woods are underway and there is
confusion about whether there is a need to accommodate road
improvements or a long distance foot path. Trustees were unanimous that
this was a totally unacceptable situation and it was agreed that SP will write
formally to Highland Council for clarification of their plans.

v) Woodside liaison: DL reported that regular liaison was working fairly
well. Some problems had been encountered at the start of work and
regarding the fence removal but keeping the dialogue open was important.
He proposed that he should continue this into the future as we move from
harvesting to formulating the detailed fencing and planting plans for Milton
field. Trustees were supportive of this continued neighbour liaison but asked
that he keeps a written record of dates, times and points discussed and keep
all trustees fully up to date regarding these discussions.

JS

Defer

PC/
MM

 SP

 DL

14. Date and time of next general meeting - Monday 9th Mar 2015. 7.30pm at Farr
Hall.
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